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Abstract
XREATORS : The NFT Marketplace for Creators

XREATORS is an NFT marketplace that uses blockchain to protect the copyrights of digital content
(stickers, images, videos, fonts, music, etc.) created by content creators. It is a marketplace
where creators can directly connect with their fans and sell their works.
The digital content resource is the major component of the IP industry. It is the building block for
all creative works including videos, comics, games, and writing, and it is also used for creating
artworks such as media art. This means that digital content brokerage and trading services
will be one of the core businesses of the future. Since 1950, the awareness of intellectual
property(IP) has grown significantly, and the level of service regarding IP has also grown
greatly.
With the growth of digital content brokerage and transaction services, the rights of content
creators, including intellectual property rights of digital content, are also beginning to draw
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attention. To achieve sustainable growth in the digital content market, a continuous supply of
quality creative content is important. A creator-centered ecosystem in which content creators
can continuously engage in creative activities will be the driving factor for this. We need a
platform where content creators can pay their undivided attention to their creative works by
forming their marketplace and connecting with their fans freely.
While the digital content market expanded at a rapid pace, the rights of content creators
have been neglected. This has become a major hindrance to forming a new digital content
market paradigm. Commercial transaction of digital content has been confined to the realm
of editorial services such as graphic design and editing, and the copyrights of digital content
made by professionals in other sectors and individuals, such as videos, comics, games, writings,
and social media content, have not been respected.
XREATORS creates a new paradigm for copyrighted digital content to expand the current digital
content market and stimulate the growth of content creators and their fans. XREATORS goes
beyond the format of the professional content market that has been built so far and reconnects
the content providers and users as creators and fans. It allows buyers to easily purchase and
use content on social media platforms and simplifies the original content protection process for
content creators. WIth five authentication processes based on the blockchain, transparency of
copyright certification and distribution of sales revenue is guaranteed.
We aim to overcome the limitations that are arising in the transitional phase of the digital content
industry by combining the technology specially designed for intellectual property authentication,
protection, and transaction with blockchain technology including NFT. We simplify the content
authentication and upload process for the content creators, provide incentives for selling and
sharing content in virtual currency, and build a reliable marketplace to create an ecosystem
where digital content is efficiently distributed. We also create an environment where users
can practically use the ORTs they obtained as incentives. ORTs will be the major currency for
buying and selling NFTs, IPs, and content, as well as for promotions and advertisements.
In the XREATORS environment, anyone can become a content creator. Content creators will
receive fair profits and will be protected by a solid content authentication system. By converting
the content to NFTs, we help consumers to easily purchase and own the content created by
content creators. This will also build a safe marketplace where purchasing of the ownership
rights to digital assets is guaranteed. As a marketplace where intellectual property rights and
digital content can be freely traded, XREATORS Marketplace will continue to evolve with our
partners in this new digital content ecosystem of the future.
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The
Changing
Digital Content
Market
Market Status
The digital content market is growing steadily. The global digital content market, led by global
companies such as Getty Images, Adobe, as well as Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube, was
estimated to be $161.9 billion in 2020 and is expected to grow to $367.1 billion by 2027.
With the steady increase in technology for authenticating and protecting intellectual property,
more marketplace models are showing up in the market. Also, existing digital content companies
that used to cater to the local population are expanding into the global market. With the
commercialization of 5G technology and the resulting innovation in the overall IT infrastructure,
the digital content market is going through the greatest transformation since its inception. The
growth of the contact-free service market has prompted a rapid change in the paradigm
of the entire digital content market. Global partnerships of major digital content companies,
growing strategic investments, and above all, connectivity and integration leading to market
expansion are driving the current digital content market into the future. The development of
the digital content industry can be summarized in two aspects.
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Digital Contents Market
(Global)

$ 367 billion

$ 161.9 billion

2020

2027 (est)

1) Development of Intellectual Property Related Technology
In the past, digital content used to be considered ‘an asset to be owned and kept.' This
concept has evolved, and digital content is now valued as ‘a shareable and consumable
asset’. With this change, the number of content creators producing different types of
digital content and the amount of digital content they supply has grown exponentially.
Large platforms for digital content have become saturated in this process, creating
problems such as pirating and infringement of intellectual property rights. As a result,
the overall quality of the digital content market decreased. To provide solutions for
these problems, intellectual property-related technologies have developed rapidly.
For example, YouTube developed a technology to prevent intellectual property
infringement. They implemented the 'Content ID' feature, which grants IDs only to
creators who meet their criteria. With this feature, they take reference copies of the
content and either send a warning or block the uploading or playback of content when
somebody infringes the intellectual property rights of previously uploaded content. They
also send an automatically generated Content ID claim to the infringer. However, since
this is a method based on the metadata of original content, there is a limit to preventing
intellectual property infringement in advance. To this end, YouTube has introduced
the ‘Checks’ function, which checks for copyright infringement before the content is
published so that the content uploader can be warned before uploading it. Anybody
who uploads a video on YouTube must go through the Checks page before the content
is finally posted.
ARTPRESTO, a company based in Japan, is operating the 'Picture Alpha' business,
which utilizes digital watermarking technology. Also, a U.S.-based company Intertrust
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developed the Secure Rights Management Protection technology that protects the
intellectual property of digital content regardless of its distribution chain. As such, the
intellectual property businesses that offer brokerage, protection, and registration services
have also grown significantly. Leading companies around the world are investing huge
amounts of capital and resources to grow the digital content market, and the evolving
intellectual property laws in countries like Germany and the United States also indicate
a huge growth of the intellectual property industry. The rise of interest in intellectual
property protection, as well as the technological developments in this sector, are playing
huge roles in advancing the digital content industry.

2) The Change in Intellectual Property Awareness
How we perceive intellectual property rights has changed according to the times and
societal changes. With the advent of printing, the way we communicate and deliver
knowledge changed. What used to be done orally was now done through texts. This
created a clear division between content creators and readers, and the creative and
informative texts written by creators existed in their own form, separate from both
writer and the readers. In this process, printed materials have been recognized for their
exchange value in the market, and the intellectual property rights law was created to
guarantee the rights of the content creators. This gave the creators the right to be paid
for their creativity and ideas, and a new concept of “exclusive possession of knowledge”
took place.
However, with the dawn of the digital age, copyright issues related to reproduction rights
have arisen, and these issues have complicated the concept of intellectual property.
The possibility of unlimited duplication of content has become a threat to the concept
of exclusive ownership of content, and it completely changed the way information is
distributed. Content began to spread through the Internet as it was passed on from
people to people, and “relationship” in the digital content space emerged as a new
topic. In this situation, the conflict between copyright and copyleft over digital content
intensified. Nevertheless, such a transition caused by digital reproduction was able to
shine a positive light on the market.
While this was happening, the size of the digital content market continued to grow,
and the world became more aware of the various problems caused by content
reproduction. More people started to recognize the value of excellent digital content and
the importance of fair rewards for content creators. In addition, rather than violating the
copyrights of digital content, people have begun to create parody content and meme of
original content, which directly or indirectly gave credit to the original content creators
and supported them financially. The rise in the awareness of intellectual property rights
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has enabled a virtuous cycle where content creators who create digital contents that
are consumed by many people take greater profits than creators who do not, which in
turn motivates the content creators to produce high-quality content.

Problems To Be Solved
Despite the remarkable growth of the digital content industry, policies and regulations that
are disadvantageous to content creators and many other technological/cultural factors are
delaying further development of the industry. Everybody wishes to create and own more
and better content, but there are still many limitations to qualitative and quantitative content
creation. Large content platforms are undervaluing the works of content creators who deserve
higher recognition and fair payment. “Trash Contents” created through illegal activities such as
hacking and duplication are not being screened and are being sold in the market. There are
three main causes to these problems in the digital content ecosystem:

1) Copyright Infringement
Because digital content can be copied in large quantities and can be easily distributed
through the network, creative works of individuals are indiscriminately copied, and
digital products of corporations are illegally reproduced and distributed. This not only
infringes on the rights of the creators and demotivates creativity, but it also hinders
the growth of the digital content industry as a whole. In 2020, it was reported that
there are 258 illegal websites that distribute pirated webtoon (digital comic) content in
South Korea. According to Korea Creative Content Agency, this is costing the webtoon
industry about 1.86 trillion KRW.

The number of illegal
webtoon-sharing websites
and the economic damage
in Korea

1.86T KRW

990B KRW

258

100

2017
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The ambiguous nature of content copyright and ownership is also problematic. Many
content creators work individually, uploading their creative works such as photographs
and writings on various digital content platforms. While the content creators should
have all the rights to their original contents, most platform services are free to use these
contents for marketing and commercial purposes in the name of “use of services and
data."

2) Unfair Revenue Distribution
The current revenue distribution structure of the digital content industry is centered
around the distributors rather than the content creators. This is enabling the large
content platform companies that are monopolizing the market to distribute profits to
content creators unfairly.

How much
content creators
get paid for
their original
contents

20$

0.7$

0$
SNS Platform

For example, Spotify pays a copyright fee of $20 per person, and YouTube pays a
creator less than $0.70. Social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram do
not distribute any profits to individual creators, although these platforms are built upon
the creative works of individuals.

3) Consumer Inconvenience
Copyright can be applied to many different activities surrounding creative work,
such as reproduction, distribution, rental, broadcasting, and performance. There is
a wide range of license combinations depending on the conditions of the use of
individual copyrights, and consumers who purchase or consume digital content need
to understand the various forms of copyright information. Consumers need to be
fully aware of this information before they consume content. Following elements are
included in “copyright information”:
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Purpose

Usage

·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

Individual
Corporate
Mobile
Publication & Education
Third-Party projects

Terms of Use
·
·
·

Websites
Applications
Outdoor advertisements
Publications
TV

Price and Scope of
License
·
·
·
·

Free user
Student
Individual
Professional

Production & Duration

Citation
Prohibition
Permission for derivative works

This means that consumers must take in a huge amount of information to consume one
digital content, and because it feels complicated and overwhelming, many consumers
either avoid using the content altogether or opt for illegal ways of consuming the
content. Also, even if a consumer purchased digital content, this doesn’t mean that the
consumer gets to exclusively own that content. What the consumer is paying for is the
license to use the content. The consumer cannot resell the license and cannot take any
action if the copyright holder or the service provider unilaterally suspends the right to
use the content.
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About XREATORS
We

M U L T I P L Y

Creators'

Originality
Rights
Creativity
Income

XREATORS
XREATORS was established to help content creators resolve the above chapters' problems
and protect their rights and profits for their unique creativity in the digital world. The success
of a digital content platform is determined by the quality of the creative content it carries,
and affiliating with content creators who produce high-quality content is the key to long-term
success. This is why XREATORS prioritizes supporting creators to focus only on their creative
content and improve the quality of their works.
XREATORS prioritizes the rights and profits of content creators and brings this value about
through the XREATORS Marketplace. In the XREATORS Marketplace team, there are experts in
different fields who are working to eliminate the current unfair practices of the digital content
industry and solve the uneven structure to create and maintain an ideal digital content market
platform. XREATORS is building an environment where promising content creators get fair
treatment which in turn establishes a distribution structure in which consumers who want
ownership of the content voluntarily come together. Through this virtuous cycle of creation
and consumption, XREATORS aims to build a democratic ecosystem where content creators
will be protected of their rights and all content can be traded fairly in the ever-evolving digital
content industry.
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XREATORS Marketplace

XREATORS is a digital content marketplace that utilizes NFT and blockchain technology, solving
a wide range of problems in the digital content ecosystem. Simplifying the content upload
process through XREATORS' technology and strong platform operation brings forth an easy
accumulation of digital content in the market. With NFT and utility tokens, XREATORS will build
a reliable and efficient marketplace and implement a system that enables fair rewards for
creativity and strong protection of intellectual property rights. This will allow more businesses and
individuals to participate in the digital content industry as creators while providing sustainability
to the XREATORS Marketplace. Through this, XREATORS will be able to establish a solid foothold
in the digital content ecosystem.

1) Strategic Use of NFT Technology
Non-Fungible Token (NFT), known to the world through CryptoKitties, has been
recognized for its value and is actively used for proof of ownership and transfer of
unique assets. Before the invention of NFT, it was difficult to determine the original
content and its owner because most digital content could be easily copied. NFT makes
it possible to prove the ownership of digital content by recording the ownership and
transaction information in the blockchain.
The number of transactions of NFT content is growing rapidly every year. NFT market
grew to $250.85 million in 2020, which is an increase of 300% compared to the previous
year. NFT marketplaces such as NBA Top Shot, OpenSea, and CryptoPunks, as well as
some traditional brands like Nike (CryptoKicks), Microsoft (Azure Heroes), and Formula
1 (F1 Delta Time), are recognizing the high potential of this market and are making
moves to enter this market to use NFTs strategically in their businesses.
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However, the current NFT marketplaces are overly focused on the “selling” of digital
content. Unlike physical artworks, digital content does not retain its value just by being in
possession. Rather, this will degrade its value. Despite this fact, many NFT marketplaces
are trying to solve this problem only by increasing the number and amount of primary
sales.
Through years of experience in operating a digital content trading platform related to
intellectual property, the XREATORS team solves this problem with a different approach.
XREATORS Marketplace aims to be a community where creators' creative activities
and fans' consumption of content achieve a virtuous cycle. Creators can express
themselves in a variety of ways, communicate with fans through their works, and get
new motivation and direction for creation through reasonable economic rewards and
communication with consumers. Fans can own the works of their favorite creators in
various ways such as purchasing split NFTs and can contribute to establishing a new fan
culture, which is a productive scenario as opposed to merely attempting to increase
sales and consumers. XREATORS use NFT as a means to increase value for creators and
fans at the same time rather than regarding it as an end product that one invests in
and waits for its value to rise just by owning it.
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2) Ensuring Reliability of Content Creators and Digital Content
Because NFT enables verification of original content and its ownership, a new form
of blockchain transaction has become possible. However, while the authenticity and
uniqueness of content can be verified, the issue of authenticating the original author
has not yet been resolved. To solve this blockchain oracle problem and ensure reliability
for the users, XREATORS is planning to introduce a solid verification technology of
OGQ, a core partner of XREATORS, to the platform. In addition, the Universal Content
Identifier (UCI) will be used to authenticate and reinforce the copyrights and licenses
of digital content.

UCI is managed by Korea National Computerization Agency, based on its Uniform
Resource Name (URN) project. UCI is a national certification system that enhances the
reliability of creator and content authentication, standardizes content management,
and establishes compatibility of this unique identifier. XREATORS’ unique content
upload process, which includes creator authentication (KYC), content screening, and
UCI registration, reduces consumer resistance by ensuring the reliability of the content
creators and their digital content. At the same time, it also effectively determines and
protects authorship. UCI can be a powerful method to protect content from illegal
reproduction and hacking.
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3) Digital Content Flow
The overall structure of how NFT content is created and transacted in the XREATORS
Marketplace.

4) Marketplace Preview
XREATORS is creating a UX environment where users can conveniently trade NFT
content, as well as a platform where creators and fans can communicate through works
and form a fandom. Unlike general works, NFT content is important for continuity and
long-term plans for works. The XREATORS Marketplace provides a feed function and
an editable detail page creation environment for creators and fans to communicate
about their work and share plans. With this feature, creators can express their vision and
roadmap in a convenient and free way, and buyers can more clearly receive updates
on project progress and plans. XREATORS Marketplace provides services in web and
mobile environments, and plans to serve as an app in the future.
The works included in the preview below are used only as examples for better
understanding.
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The works of creators and content partners carefully selected by XREATORS are
exposed in the 'Hero' and 'Featured' sections, which are the first screens users see
on the XREATORS Marketplace. The XREATORS team is closely collaborating with
creators and content partners with excellent IP, and strives to showcase works of
outstanding artistic quality and collectible value.
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Creators can register their work and make it NFT by clicking the 'Upload' button at the
top of the screen. When uploading, creators can create a 'Single' work that creates
only one NFT or can 'Split' a single work and sell it in pieces. In the 'Discover' menu,
users can conveniently find the type of work they want.
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On the work detail page, users can check various information about the work. The
price change of the work is displayed in a graph, and the user can check whether the
work has been registered with UCI and the history of transactions in the past. Creators
can freely express detailed information about their work in a form similar to the blog
editor.
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Why Blockchain
In XREATORS Marketplace, the production and transaction data of the digital content is
transparently disclosed to all users involved in the transaction through blockchain. This prevents
copyright infringement, together with XREATORS’ intellectual property rights technology and
content creator authentication system. XREATORS Marketplace is designed to expand the
digital content market ecosystem by providing a global transaction environment to its users.
XREATORS provides a fair transaction environment between digital content sellers and
consumers by transparently recording the transfer process, such as content ownership and
profit distribution rights, and identification of each right holder through smart contracts on the
blockchain network. Additionally, NFT tokenization of digital content provides uniqueness and
rarity values, enhancing the authentication process. With its five-stage authentication process,
XREATORS provides a safe environment in which creators' rights can be protected through
advanced technology.
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Token Usage and Services of ORT & XRT

ORT
ORT is an ERC-20-based utility token which is the governance token in the XREATORS platform.
It is used for trading NFT content, setting up commercial advertisements in the XREATORS
Marketplace, and running corporate promotions and various events. Also, by using ORT for
sponsorship, users can actively engage in “fan activities” that can motivate the content creators
to continue working on their creative projects.

1) Currency
Users can buy or sell digital content with ORT in XREATORS Marketplace.

2) Advertisement and Collaboration
Users can purchase the commercial advertisement space in XREATORS Marketplace
and use special features to promote their digital content. Also, running events for
corporate PR and collaborative promotion is possible with ORT.

3) Using Cryptocurrency Exchange
Users can freely purchase and own ORT through any cryptocurrency exchanges that
support ORT. Users can also transfer the ORT they earned in XREATORS Marketplace
to the cryptocurrency exchanges for transactions.

4) Content Creator Sponsorship
Consumers can show support for the content creators and motivate them through ORT
sponsorship.

5) Digital Content Rights Protection
ORT can be used for UCI issuance for approved digital content, which can further
protect digital content rights.
•

Reinforcement of intellectual property rights through UCI: By issuing a nationally
recognized standard content identification system (UCI) for digital content, users can
efficiently access content information and identify the distribution channels.
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XRT
XRT can be converted from ORT acquired through transactions in the platform. Users can
also obtain XRT by exchanging them with points earned on other platforms or through events.
Purchasing XRT with cash through PG and mobile phones will be serviced in the future. XRT
users can protect content copyright in the XREATORS ecosystem.
XRT is also used as an electronic payment method (points) for purchasing digital content in
XREATORS’ affiliate platforms (3rd party platforms). 1 XRT is worth 1 KRW (0.0087 USD), and
users use their XRT to purchase digital content at a price set by the creator.

1) Using XRT in XREATORS Marketplace
XRTs are points used in the XREATORS Marketplace, which are designed to stimulate
the creative activities of content creators and vitalize the digital content market.

2) Using XRT in Affiliated Platforms
XRT earned from XREATORS Marketplace will be supported on many other platforms
through exchanges and direct payments. Users can purchase digital content licenses
or even create IP products with XRT on the affiliated platforms. This will be available
on more platforms as the XREATORS ecosystem grows stronger.
•

Exchanging XRT to the currency of affiliated platforms: Users can exchange the XRT
to the governing currency affiliated platforms and use their services.

•

Direct payment via XRT on affiliated platforms: Users can pay for services with XRT
on affiliated platforms that support XRT payment.
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Token Economy
ORT Token
XREATORS will issue a total of 500 million ORTs for the XREATORS Marketplace.
<The number of ORTs is fixed at 500 million>

N am e o f To ken : ORT Token
Sym b o l

: ORT

Proto co l

: ERC-20

Total I s s u a n ce : 500,000,000 ORT

Token Distribution & Allocation
5%
10%

20%

20%

ORT Token
20%

Sales

20%

100,000,000 ORT

Operation/R&D

20%

100,000,000 ORT

Ecosystem

25%

125,000,000 ORT

Marketing

20%

100,000,000 ORT

Partners

10%

50,000,000 ORT

5%

25,000,000 ORT

Team

25%
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Distribution Rules
XREATORS Team has established the following distribution rules to prevent inflation and deflation
of the ORT Token and to create a smooth distribution environment.

1) 90% of the private sales, which account for 20% of the total issuance, will be distributed
throughout 18 months, starting from 1 month after initial listing. This will be carried out
safely through a virtual asset custody service to prevent overselling in the initial stage
of listing.

2) 25% of the issuance is reserved for the maintenance of the ecosystem. This will be used
to reward the content creators for their creative activities. This will also be used for
XREATORS’ sustainable development and its gradual decentralization. This supply will
be unlocked sequentially throughout 36 months, starting from the initial listing. 1 million
ORTs will be released every month thereafter.

3) 20% of the issuance is reserved for operations and R&D. It will be used for the following
purposes :

5%
25%

Operation/
R&D

45%

R&D

45%

Business Development

25%

Operation

25%

Strategic Partnership

5%

25%

1.

R&D Expense (45%)
- Development of IP certification solution
- Augmentation of token-related smart contracts
- DApp development

2. Operation Expense(25%)
- Web storage and server operations
- XREATORS Team HR operations

3. Business Development Expense(25%)
- Holding conferences and meet-ups
- Exchange listing
- DApp collaboration in main net and ecosystem, ecosystem expansion
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4) The team share, which accounts for 10% of the issuance, will be unlocked in the form
of vesting 18 months after listing.

5) The partnership share, which accounts for 5% of the issuance, is paid in the form of
vesting three months after listing. Even after payment, this can be used for arbitrary
restriction of sales and staking by agreement with partners.

6) 20% of the issuance is reserved for marketing. This includes costs for user acquisition
such as IDO services like CoinList and Cobak, sign-in bonus, and airdrops. This share will
also be safely distributed through a virtual asset custody service.

Usage Scenario
ORT
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XRT
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Expectation

Clarifying the Rights of Various Entities
By granting authentication certificates to digital content using blockchain technology, it is
possible to prove the authentic value of original content. The unique and rare value of original
content can be truly appreciated as it is being distributed in the market. Even if there were
many transactions for one digital content, it is possible to identify the rightful owner of the
content since all information including those related to its creator and owner is recorded in the
blockchain. Consumers can safely and easily purchase content without having to worry about
the risk of forgery or understanding complicated intellectual property information.
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Expanding the Ecosystem for Content Creators
XREATORS will partner with OGQ and introduce their Creator Studio, a creative tool with
features including a solid intellectual property rights certification and registration. OGQ Creator
Studio (OCS) is a user-friendly tool that anybody from non-professional users to professional
content creators can use to create high-quality content. It also provides a dashboard feature
that allows the users to view the status of their content sales, intellectual property protection,
and reputation management at a glance. This helps creators to focus more time and effort
on content creation. Unlike many content creation tools that require a high level of skill, OCS
provides great user convenience that makes content creation more accessible. As a result,
OCS can bring in more content creators who will continue to produce more content in the
platform, creating synergy within the ecosystem.
XREATORS also saves and integrates creator and content information of many other affiliated
platforms. A creator can participate in just one of these platforms to gain fans and profits from
all of the XREATORS-affiliated platforms and services.

Strengthening the connection between fans
and content creators
Until now, content creators had to spend a considerable amount of time engaging in commercial
activities in marketplaces, promoting their works in social media, and interacting with their
fans while creating original content. XREATORS Marketplace can not only serve the function
of a market for NFT sales but also play a role as a community that brings the creators and
fans together as it provides a digital space both for creators and fans. With the help of this
integrated platform, creators can reduce time spent on other activities and focus more on
creating content. Fans can appreciate creative works, purchase content, and communicate
with creators on a single platform. The XREATORS Marketplace is not just a sales space for NFTs
sales. It is a platform where creators and fans support each other and grow simultaneously.
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Appendix
Disclaimer
Please read this section and the sections below carefully. Sections are: “Disclaimer of liability”,
“Disclaimer of representations and warranties”, “Representations and warranties”, “Notice on
representations as to the future”, “Market and industry information and other disclaimers”,
“Restrictions on distribution and disputes”.
If you have any questions about the action you should take, consult your legal, financial, tax,
or other professional.
ORT Tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper is not
a guide or proposal of any kind and is not intended to solicit investment or securities of any
jurisdiction.
This Whitepaper does not constitute opinions based on proposals or requests from companies
intending to purchase or sell ORT Tokens. The ORT Token mentioned in this Whitepaper is not
related to any contract or investment decision.
No part of this Whitepaper is intended to be legally binding in relation to the sale and purchase
of ORT Tokens and digital assets in any other forms.
Any agreement made as a purchaser in relation to the sale and purchase of ORT Tokens (as
mentioned in this Whitepaper) is governed only by a separate document stating the terms and
conditions of the contract.
In case of any inconsistency between XREATORS and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail.
No regulatory authority has investigated or approved the information set out in this Whitepaper.
No such action has been and will not be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements, and
laws of jurisdictions. The publication, distribution, or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not
imply that this Whitepaper has complied with such laws, regulatory requirements, or rules.
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There are risks and uncertainties in all matters related to XREATORS and its business operators, the
initial token sale of ORT Tokens, and XREATORS crypto wallet (as referred to in this Whitepaper).
No part of this Whitepaper is reproduced or distributed without this Article and the sections,
“Disclaimer of liability”, “Prohibition of representations and warranties”, “Representations and
warranties”, “Notes on representations as to the future”, “Market and industry information and
other agreements”, and “Restrictions on distribution and disputes”.

Disclaimer of Liability
XREATORS shall not be liable for any loss permitted by applicable laws, regulations, and rules.
In addition, XREATORS is not liable for torts or contracts in relation to or caused by the matters
specified in this Whitepaper (including, but not limited to, damages to sales, income, profits,
and damages related to use or data).

Prohibition of Representations and Warranties
XREATORS makes no representations, warranties, or promises in any form, including those
concerning the truth, accuracy, and completeness of the information set out in this Whitepaper
in regards to any entity or person.

Representations and Warranties
By accessing or accepting ownership of the information in this Whitepaper or any part thereof
(as the case may be), you represent and warrant that XREATORS as follows:
-

You agree and acknowledge that the ORT Token does not constitute securities in any form
in any jurisdiction.

-

You acknowledge and agree that this Whitepaper 1) does not constitute a prospectus or
proposal of any kind, 2) is not intended to solicit investment or securities in any jurisdiction,
3) has no obligation to enter into any contract or legally binding agreement, and 4) be a
basis for digital assets or other payment methods.

-

You agree and acknowledge that 1) no regulatory authority has investigated or approved
the information set out in this Whitepaper, 2) no such action has been and will not be taken
under the laws, regulatory requirements, and laws of the jurisdiction, 3) the publication,
distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that this Whitepaper has
complied with such laws, regulatory requirements or rules.

-

Distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof, any copy thereof, and
the same content as accepted by you is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws,
regulations, or rules of your jurisdiction. Where any restrictions in relation to possession are
applicable, you are at your own responsibility and without liability to XREATORS
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-

Before purchasing ORT Tokens, you acknowledge and agree that the ORT Token cannot
be interpreted, understood, classified, or handled as follows.
1. Any kind of currency other than digital assets
2. Bonds, stocks, or shares used by any person or entity (XREATORS)
3. Rights, options, or derivatives in respect of bonds, stocks, or shares
4. Rights under other contracts with the purpose of (or appearing to have the purpose of) profit
securement or loss avoidance

5. A unit of collective investment plan
6. A unit to measure business reliability
7. Derivatives of business unit trusts
8. Other securities and shares
-

You fully understand that you are not eligible to purchase ORT Tokens if you are a citizen,
resident (tax or otherwise), or permanent resident of the United States or Singapore.

-

You have a basic degree of understanding of digital assets, blockchain-based software
systems, digital asset wallets or other token storage mechanisms, the operation, functions,
use, storage, transfer mechanisms, and other important characteristics of blockchain
technology and smart contract technology.

-

In the case of purchasing ORT Tokens, you are fully aware of the risks associated with
XREATORS Marketplace and its business and operating entities, ORT Token, XREATORS’
Initial Token Sale, and XREATORS Crypto Wallet (each as referred to in this Whitepaper).

-

You agree and acknowledge that you do not associate any indirect, special, incidental,
or consequential loss with your acceptance or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part
thereof, and you agree and acknowledge that XREATORS or this Whitepaper will not be
liable for any tort or contract including but not limited to loss of sales, income, profits, and
loss of use or data.

-

All of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate, and not
misleading from the time you own or accept possession of this Whitepaper or (as the case
may be) any part thereof.

Notes on Representations as to the Future
Any statements or press releases of information contained in this Whitepaper, statements made
publicly available in publicly accessible locations, and oral statements made by XREATORS or
its employees, are considered “representation as to the future” rather than statements of fact
of the past. Some of these statements may be identified by forward-looking terms such as:
“target”, “anticipate”, “possible”, “possibility”, “believe”, “will”, “predict”, “expect”; “If”, “intention”,
“project”, “probably”, “plan”, “goal”, “promising”, “should”, “will”, etc.
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However, these terms are not the only means of identifying forward-looking statements. All
statements regarding XREATORS’ financial position, business strategy, plans and prospects,
and the outlook for the industry that XREATORS is in are forward-looking statements. States
including, but not limited to, statements about XREATORS’ revenue and profitability, outlook,
future plans, other anticipated industry trends, and other matters discussed in this Whitepaper
are representations as to the future and are not historical facts.
Representations as to the future also include known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and
factors that may be the cause of XREATORS’ actual future results or unanticipated outcomes.
These factors include:

-

Changes in the political, social, economic, and stock or digital asset market conditions
and regulatory environment in the countries in which XREATORS conducts its respective
businesses and operations

-

The risk involved in XREATORS’ respective business strategies and future plans that
XREATORS may or may not be able to implement

-

Changes in interest rates and exchange rates for fiat currencies and digital assets

-

Changes in XREATORS expected growth strategy and internal growth forecast

-

Changes in the fees and availability of its respective businesses and operations

-

Changes in the availability of human resources and salaries of employees required for
XREATORS’ respective businesses and operations

-

Changes in the preferences of XREATORS’ customers

-

Changes in the conditions of competition under which XREATORS operates and changes
in the ability of XREATORS to compete under those conditions

-

Changes in XREATORS' future capital needs and the availability of capital and financing to
meet those needs

-

International or domestic warfare or acts of terrorism

-

Occurrence of catastrophes, natural disasters, and force majeure affecting XREATORS'
business and/or operations;

-

Other factors beyond XREATORS' control

-

Risks or uncertainties related to XREATORS' business and operations, ORT Token, initial
token sale, XREATORS, and e-wallet (as respectively referred to in the Whitepaper)

All representations as to the future made by XREATORS or persons acting on its behalf are
limited by these factors. Given the risks and uncertainties that could cause outcomes that are
different from the forward-looking statements set out in this Whitepaper, you should not place
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undue reliance on these statements. These forward-looking statements apply only as of the
writing date of this Whitepaper.
Neither XREATORS nor any person represents, warrants, nor is responsible for XREATORS’ actual
results in the future and the lack of discussion on XREATORS' actual results and performance
in the future.
XREATORS' actual results or performance may differ substantially from those presented in
these forward-looking statements.
This Whitepaper does not contain any information that relies on upon, represents, or promises
future performance or policy of XREATORS. XREATORS has no obligation to publicly announce
or update any of these forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, events, or
circumstances even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future.

Market and Industry Information and Other Disclaimers
This Whitepaper contains market and industry information and forecasts obtained from market
research, publicly available information and industry publications, as well as internal research,
reports, and research (where appropriate).
These investigations, reports, studies, public information, and publications have been obtained
from sources that are widely believed to be reliable, but they also state that the accuracy or
integrity of such information cannot be assured.
Except for XREATORS and the directors, officers, and employees of respective companies,
no one has consented to the inclusion of their names and other information perceived to be
attributed to them in relation to the Whitepaper.
No representations, warranties, or performance are made or claimed to be made by such
individuals as to the accuracy or integrity of such information, and those individuals are under
no obligation to provide the same updates.

Restrictions on Distribution and Disputes
The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or
restricted by laws, regulatory requirements, and rules of jurisdiction. If any restrictions apply, you
acknowledge and comply with any restrictions that apply to your possession of the Whitepaper
or any part thereof, at your own expense and not at XREATORS' responsibility.
Persons who have been provided access to this Whitepaper or to whom a copy of this
Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated or who otherwise have the Whitepaper in
their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute
this Whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit
or cause the same to occur.
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